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Abstract: This paper work is focused on the study of the prefetching technique applied to the World Wide Web. This technique lies in 

processing (e.g., downloading) a Web request before the user actually makes it. By doing so, the waiting time perceived by the user can 

be reduced, which is the main goal of the Web prefetching techniques. The study of the state of the art about Web prefetching showed 

the heterogeneity that exists in its performance evaluation.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The Web has evolved rapidly from a simple information-
sharing mechanism offering only static text and images to a 
rich assortment of dynamic and interactive services, such as 
video/audio conferencing, e-commerce, and distance 
learning. The explosive growth of the Web has imposed a 
heavy demand on networking resources and Web servers. 
Users often experience long and Unpredictable delays when 
retrieving Web pages from remote sites. Hence, an obvious 
solution in order to improve the quality of Web services 
would be the increase of bandwidth, but such a choice 
involves increasing economic cost. However, the higher 
bandwidth would solve temporarily the problems since it 
would ease the users to create more and more resource-
hungry applications, bunching again the network. Caching 
proved itself as an important technique to optimize the way 
the Web is used. Web caching is implemented by proxy 
server applications developed to support many users. Proxy 
applications act as an intermediate between Web users and 
servers. Users make their connection to proxy applications 
running on their hosts. The proxy connects the server and 
relays data between the user and the server. At each request, 
the proxy server is contacted first to find whether it has a 
valid copy of the requested object. If the proxy has the 
requested object this is considered as a cache hit, otherwise a 
cache miss occurs and the proxy must forward the request on 
behalf of the user. Upon receiving a new object, the proxy 
services a copy to the end-user and keeps another copy to its 
local storage. 
 
2. Literature Survey 
 
To reduce perceivable network latency, researchers focused 
on prefetching popular documents. In a file system, an 
integrated model of prefetching and caching is being 
explained in. Chinen et al. focused on referenced pages by 
prefetching them from hyperlinks embedded in current 
object. Duchamp enhanced the idea by incorporating the 
access frequency of hyperlinks. Pitkow et al. predicted the 
web surfer’s path in pattern extraction mechanism .Worked 
on prediction of future requests and has built n-gram model 
for the same. Cooley et al. categorized the web mining and 
then presented possible research areas. A scheme for fast 

allocation of web pages using data mining techniques and 
competitive neural network is being discussed in. 
Garofalakis et al. basically provided a survey on data mining 
techniques and algorithms for discovering structures of web, 
hypertext and hyperlink.  In, a generalization based 
clustering approach has been presented, which also 
incorporates attribute oriented induction.   Zhang et al. 
proposed an efficient data clustering approach for very large 
databases, by generating hierarchical clustering of web users 
based on their access patterns.  In order of user’s web page 
requests, clustering technique using first-order Markov 
models has been provided in. To learn the mixture of first-
order Markov model (which actually represent cluster), an 
expectation maximization model has been used.  
 
3. Problem Definition 
 
Firstly, this paper is aimed at providing the present state of 
the art with a solid framework and methodology to evaluate 
web prefetching techniques from the user’s point of view. 
To do so, an open framework which permits the 
implementation of prefetching techniques in a flexible and 
easy way has been developed. Moreover, performance key 
metrics have been analyzed to detect the most meaningful 
indexes from the user’s point of view. A comparison 
methodology that takes into accounts the costs and benefits 
of prefetching has also been proposed. The second main goal 
of the problem is, once the methodological issues are 
clarified, to find out how web prefetching algorithms can be 
improved from the user’s point of view and propose a new 
one that outperforms those existing in the open literature. To 
do so, the most important algorithms in the literature are 
analyzed from the user’s perspective. In the detailed analysis 
we found that their performance in current web can be 
improved by distinguishing two classes of objects: container 
objects and contained objects. We take benefit of this 
observation in order to design the new algorithm.As 
secondary objectives, we explore the performance limits of 
web prefetching to know the potential benefits of this 
technique and analyze how to adapt prefetching algorithms 
to the environment conditions in order to achieve the best 
results in each situation. As third objectives, we explore 
optimization of the prefetching to minimize the time 
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complexity of data mining algorithm or to reduce the data 
set for rule generation. 
 

4. Technical Approach 
 

 
Figure1: Proposed system framework 

 
Web caching is used to reduce the network traffic by 
caching web pages at the proxy server level but nowadays 
caching alone is not sufficient because World Wide Web has 
evolved rapidly from a simple information-sharing 
mechanism to dynamic and multimedia data. To improve the 
performance researcher shows that combination of 
prefetching with caching approach is good. In this work, we 
give a new framework for web prefetching in which we 
combine prefetching and caching techniques to improve the 
performance of proxy server.Web user visits many web sites 
time to time and spent random quantity of time among 
various visits. To deal with the user browsing behaviour, we 
should analyze the proxy server log file. In fussy, the web 

proxy access log is an in order file with one user access data 
per line. Web proxy log files make available information 
about actions performed by a user from the moment the user 
logs. Access logs provide the bulk of the Web server data, 
including the date, time, users IP address, and user action 
(e.g., whether or not the user downloaded a document or 
image).Preprocessing is defined as removing all the 
irrelevant and noise data from our actual data. In our 
proposed approach during preprocessing phase we carried 
out the cleaning task to filter out all the unwanted entries 
from the proxy log data. We use the proxy log explorer tool 
to preprocess the log record of the proxy server.To cluster 
users we use the K-Means clustering which is used to gather 
different users into clusters on the basis of their usage 
behaviour and searching pattern. The K-Means is the 
simplest clustering algorithm widely used for web proxy 
server . The algorithm is used to cluster users data based on 
attributes into K clusters. 
 
5. Result Analysis 
 
We describe our experimental work which is done on the 
proxy server log data. Dataset is collected from the 
ircache.net website to carry out our experimental work. We 
have done the experimental work on the dataset 
“pa.sanitized-access.20070109.gz”. This file is obtained 
from a proxy server installation ftp://ircache.net. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: sample proxy server log record 

 
After preprocess the data which is done in last section with 
the help of proxy explorer tool in which we filter all record 
rather than 200 response code. Now we cluster users with 
the help of K-Means algorithm. During K-Means clustering 
on the preprocess data with RapidMiner5 tool create 10 
different clusters on the dataset. Figure 3shows the data view 
of the cluster which shows the different IP address, request 
by users cluster wise. Figure 5 shows the plot view of the 10 
cluster which have the ten different colors according to 
unique IPs. In plot view of cluster we show only two 
attribute at x axis using unique IPs and y axis send 
attribute.Next step of the proposed framework is the 
preprocessing. In this step, we clean the data. Figure 3 
shows log records before the preprocessing operation and 
details of the log record which consist the data file 
“pa.sanitized-access.20070109.gz”. 

 
Figure 3: Data file log records after preprocessing 

 
After preprocess the data which is done in last section with 
the help of proxy explorer tool in which we filter all record 
rather than 200 response code. Now we cluster users with 
the help of K-Means algorithm. During K-Means clustering 
on the preprocess data with RapidMiner5 tool create 10 
different clusters on the dataset. 
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Figure 4: Data view of different cluster 

 

 
Figure 5: Plot view of data in different clusters 

 
6. Conclusion 
 
Web prefetching has been researched for years with the aim 
of reducing the user perceived latency; however, studies 
mainly focus on prediction performance rather than on the 
user’s point of view. This paper work has shown that a fast 
and accurate prediction is crucial for prefetching 
performance, but there are more factors involving the user’s 
benefit. We have described and solved the main limitations 
when evaluating the performance from the user’s 
perspective. To fairly evaluate web prefetching techniques, 
an experimental framework has been developed. By 
simulating the whole web architecture, all performance 
issues were measured. 
 

7. Future Work 
 
Despite the large amount of topics about web prefetching 
with which this paper deals, there still exist several scenarios 
to be explored. In this subsection, we describe some of them, 
showing new challenges and expected interesting results. 
Through this paper, we explored the prefetching algorithms 
for relative small traffic and object traffic increases. For 
those servers in which the increase of requests is not 
problem a more aggressive policy should be adopted. In 
such a case, the prediction algorithms should be probably 
redesigned to consider a wider range of relation between 
object requests.  
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